Student hit by car at 77 Massachusetts Ave

Margaret Lowe, a Wellesley student, was hit by a car last Fri-
day morning at about 7:30 a.m. as she crossed Massachusetts Ave.

Nightline listens to the lonely, curious, bored, and desperate

Nightline Assures Confidentiality

Confidentiality is an important aspect of Nightline. Volunteers agree not to discuss the content of counseling calls with anyone, not even their roommates. The only place where staff can talk about counseling calls is in the support groups which are set up by Nightline's professional advisors. These groups meet once a week and are designed to reinforce the anxiety that Nightline workers sometimes experience.

Nightline's telephone line is a place where people can talk about anything, from the world of their own to the issues that affect their communities. Nightline staff are trained to "listen" and convey a sense of caring. Volunteers are trained to "listen" and convey a sense of caring. Volunteers are trained to "listen" and convey a sense of caring. Volunteers are trained to "listen" and convey a sense of caring.

Nightline operates as a confidential hotline. Nightline's 36 volunteers receive training from the university's professional counselors at MIT and from community agencies. They are trained to "listen" and convey a sense of caring. Volunteers are trained to "listen" and convey a sense of caring. Volunteers are trained to "listen" and convey a sense of caring.

Working at Nightline can be emotionally draining. "We need a place to talk about the calls ... we can learn a lot by going over what we did well and what could have been different," Mary explained.

Volunteers do not receive academic credit for their work at Nightline, but the "work is really rewarding," Mary said. "I've learned more about myself from working at Nightline than anywhere else at MIT. Working with warm, wonderful people, all having the same goal of wanting to help people in emotional pain, is a great experience," she added. If a volunteer receives "only one counseling call all term," she added, "but if that volunteer made someone feel better about him or herself, that's really rewarding."